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THE CONTRIBUTION OF SOCIOLOGY TO 
STUDIES OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS* 

C. Wright Mills 

[Editor's note: Writing in I9UU -with his usual prophetic insight, 
C. Wright Mills made the following, still timely, observations: 

Research in social science is increasingly dependent upon 
funds from foundations , and foundations are notably averse 
to scholars who develop unpopular theses, that is, those 
placed in the category of "unconstructive." 

The United States1 growing international entanglements 
have subtle effects upon some American intellectuals: to the 
young man who teaches and writes on Latin America, Asia or 
Europe and who refrains from deviating from acceptable facts 
and policies, these entanglements lead to a voluntary censor- 
ship. He hopes for opportunities of research, travel, and 
foundation subsidies. ("The Powerless People: The Role of 
Intellectuals In Society," Politics , Vol. 1, No. 3, 19^.) 

The penalties for deviating from this norm of voluntary censorship 
are well known, and Mills suffered most of them in his time. The 
following essay represents some of Mills1 s most significant think- 
ing on the role of sociologists engaged in applied research. It 
appeared originally in a volume edited by Milton Derber, entitled, 
Proceedings o£ the First Annual Conference of the Industrial Rela- 
tions Research Association (Urbana: Industrial Relations Research 
Association, December, 19^8). It is reprinted here with the per- 
mission of the editors of that publication. Mills was a vice-pres- 
ident of the I.R.R.A. in 19^8. Needless to say, his name disap- 
peared from the list of officers the following year. The essay 
was one of the many excellent pieces not included in I. L. Horo- 
witz's collection of Mills's writings, although it is listed in 
the bibliography in that book. To my knowledge, the only place it 
has been reprinted is La Revue Socialiste, in translation, in 1955 • 
The essay's importance stems from its genuinely original analysis, 
and the fact that it is not merely a preview of The Sociological 
Imagination. Mills's indictment of the Mayo School both predates 
and out-does subsequent attempts by other critics. Indeed, one 
could speculate that the "human relations" approach has survived 
to the extent that Mills's essay remains unknown. The concluding 
section alone, on "the Concept of Morale" and "the Promise of Soci- 
ology," is a neo-Marxist classic that should be used in every 
introductory sociology course. To repeat: it is the contemporary 
relevance of this essay that strikes our attention. Not only does 
Mills attack the researchers involved in spying for the ruling 
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12 BERKELEY JOURNAL OF SOCIOLOGY 

elites , he lays bare the ideology of manipulation held by most 
American Sociologists . He shows their complicity in creating false 
consciousness among oppressed people. His critique of the "social 
pathologist s " and the industrial sociologists who followed in their 
wake is as valid today as Gouldner's attack on the new stars of the 
Chicago School twenty years later ("Sociologist as Partisan," Amer- 
ican Sociologist , May 19-68) or the current spate of radical criti- 
cism of fashionable ideologists and count er- ins urgency researchers 
for the U.S. empire. The following article is not a biased parti- 
san plea, but human reason - Mills1 s reason - at its best. Power to 
the sociological imagination!] Jeaa-Guy Vaillancourt 

Whatever the theoretical orientations of American sociology have been 
over the last forty years, its main anchors into social practice have been 
the social worker and the county agent. It has been minutely concerned 
with Msocial problems" of the city and with various problems of the rural 
community; historically its institutional tie-in has been through jails and 
juvenile courts, probation officers, and welfare agencies. Along with 
these, there has been one continuous link with a going power structure, the 
Department of Agriculture. The field of rural sociology, as one specialty, 
and that of social pathology, as perhaps the dominant tradition of the 
academic field, have contained the two practical strains of the sociological 
discipline. 

Social pathologists have been worried by a series of immediate, 
fragmentary "social problems" of various milieux, rather than the clashing 
interests rising from the shifting social structure as a whole. They have 
approached problems of rural rape and broken homes, homeless men and 
public housing on a low level of generality, displaying their results informa- 
tionally, without theoretic or systematic form. Text -book integration is the 
only integration so far achieved for the scatter of "situations" they have 
examined. 

The general perspective within which this practical work has gone on 
may be understood in terms of the typical ways of defining the problems 
handled, which include: deviations from middle class, small-town norms 
of behavior, the pathological often being detected by criteria that are rural 
in orientation and extraction; the lack of nationalist assimilation of immi- 
grants, as one favorite case of the individual's lack of adjustment to his 
milieu; cultural lag, a term enabling social pathologists to disguise their 
optimistic, liberal evaluations in the temporal sequence of United States 
history; and so on. 

The ideal man of the social pathologists is "socialized, " which means that 
he is the ethical opposite of "selfish. " Being socialized, he thinks of other s 
and is kindly disposed towards them; he does not brood or mope; on the con- 
trary, he is somewhat extra vert, eagerly participating in his community's 
routines. If not an outright joiner, he certainly gets around and into many 
community organizations. This "adjusted man" conforms happily to conven- 
tional morality and motives and participates in the gradual progress of r e - 
spectable institutions. His mother and father were not divorced, nor was his 
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SOCIOLOGY AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 13 

home ever broken. He is successful, at least in a modest way, since he 
is ambitious; but he does not dwell upon matters too far above his means, 
lest he become a "fantasy thinker, tf and, as a proper "little man, tf he does 
not scramble after the big money. The less abstract the traits imputed by 
the pathologists to the adjusted man, the more they satisfy the norms of 
the smaller, independent middle class verbally living out Protestant ideals 
in the small towns of middle America. 1 

Over the last decade, among a few sociologists, interest in a new prac- 
ticality has risen, which involves not only a new intellectual focus but the 
rise of new social institutions- -the industrial relations centers of which 
sociologists are usually considered a necessary part. This new practicality 
is not concerned with the broken-up human results of the social process 
lying near the bottom of society: the bad boy, the loose woman, the un-Amer- 
icanized immigrant. On the contrary, it is tied in with the top levels of 
society, in particular with enlightened circles of business executives. For 
the first time in the history of the discipline, sociologists have become 
linked by professional tasks and social contacts, with private and public 
powers well above the level of the social work agency. Now alongside the 
old, there are the new practitioners who study workers who are restless 
and without morale, and managers who do not understand the art of managing 
human relations, in particular, relations with restless workers lacking 
sound morale. 2 

The old practice with its Christian, rural roots and its charitable scien- 
tific focus has by no means been superseded. The new tendency is still quite 
small in the field; yet it is growing rapidly. The roster of projects in the 
official sociological organ lists for Industrial Sociology 13 in 1946 (three per 
cent of all projects), 34 (five per cent) in 1947, and 48 (six per cent) in 1948. 3 
I am not concerned here with academic fences but with the sizable literature 
that has come to be known and which calls itself "Industrial Sociology, "or 
more precisely, "Human Relations in Industry, " and with "labor research 
centers" insofar as they employ in whole or in part such vocabulary, whether 
it is used by sociologists or other personnel. 4 In particular I will focus upon 
the so-called Mayo school, the oldest, best known, and apparently the school 
from which other tendencies now arise. 5 

The Social Context of the New Focus 

The new tendency is an academic response to several great shifts that have 
been going on in American society, particularly in its higher business circles. 
These shifts have resulted in a greatly increased demand (1) for technical 
intelligentsia of all sorts and (2) for new legitimations, new symbols of justi- 
fication, for business as a set of giant corporations and as a system of power. 
On both fronts-that of personnel and that of ideology- -educational institutions 
have been linked, directly and indirectly, from grammar school to graduate 
center, to the changing business needs of our time. 

The enormous scale and complexity of modern business; its obviously great 
and concentrated power; the rise over the past dozen years of successively 
competing centers of loyalty, the unions; the enlargement of the liberal state; 
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and the hostile atmosphere surrounding business during the late slump-- 
these developments have caused a shift in certain sectors of the business 
world which I have called the shift from economically practical to politi- 
cally sophisticated conservatism. 

The old practical conservatives, with their laissez-faire, Utopian cap- 
italism, have never really accepted labor unions as part of the U. S. poli- 
tical economy; whenever possible they have urged that they be broken up. 
Their public target has been freedom for private gains, here and now. 
Perhaps this ideology is still dominant among most small businessmen, 
especially retailers, but it has some powerful exponents among the largest 
as well. General Motors, for example, seems to me a conspicuous case 
of a large business still "practical" in its conservatism. The historical 
point is that business has not until recently needed any newly created ideol- 
ogies; the content of its ideology has been the content of American pub li e 
ideas. 

But practical conservatism has been ideologically bankrupt since the 
late slump, despite its insurgency connected with prosperity, the 80th Con- 
gress, and Mr. Robert Taft, one of its principal relics. Many sophisticated 
conservatives, in and out of the corporations, have been well aware of this 
bankruptcy, and even strongly opposed to the Taft-Hartley law. The f48 elec- 
tion, with its victory of administrative liberalism, confirmed their point, in 
such a way as to portend a great future for sophisticated conservatism.6 

It is when new power arises that has not been legitimated, or has not been 
able to cloak itself in the established symbols of justification, that there is 
a need for new ideologies. The sophisticated conservatives, who are charac- 
terized by their stealing of liberal symbols for conservative purposes, may 
be traced back at least to the turn of this century, but they have come to the 
fore only in the atmosphere of the great slump, with the Wagner Act as its 
legal symbol and going framework. In contrast with the practical rank-and 
file of the right, the sophisticated conservatives are very alert to the poli- 
tical conditions of profit- making in an economy where powerful labor unions 
confront powerful business combinations within the administrative framework 
of the enlarged liberal state. They are alert to the need for new symbols 
of justification for their power in a time when unions and government are com- 
peting so successfully for the loyalties of the underlying population. 

Ideologically, studies of Mhuman relations in industry" are, I believe part 
of the attempt to work up new symbols of justification, part of the effort to 
sophisticate business rhetoric and business outlook. Yet, insofar as t h e s e 
studies form part of this new line, they are beset by difficulties; already, 
according to some in higher business circles, businessmen, in their eager- 
ness and need, have so banalized "human relations" on the propaganda front 
that the professors, still new to the task, will have serious difficulty in get- 
ting wide acceptance of their research-tested justifications, whatever their 
scholarly appurtenances. 

1. The Managers' Interest. Two levels of business interests might be 
served by professional, human relations studies: (a) the pecuniary and (b) 
the political. To understand these two areas of practicality and what gains 
are looked for in each, we must read the business journals and the news- 
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papers before we examine the studies themselves. 
" Apparently, " A. E. Dodd, President of the American Management 

Association, says, "management has come to realize that if it spends 
as much time and energy developing the full potential of individual em- 
ployees as it has devoted in the past to utilization of technical knowledge 
and machinery, it will realize tremendous sources of productive power" 
and, in paraphrase, that ". . . top operating executives in widely diver- 
sified enterprises are stating flatly that a knowledge of human relations 
is one of the most important, if not the prime requisite to management 
at all levels. "7 

"Labor- management cooperation based upon better mutual under- 
standing of human relations, " one report states, "considers the workers 
as individual human beings in accordance with the American democratic 
tradition," that is to say, not "as indistinguishable masses subject to 
the arbitrary control of union or Government dictators. " 8 

If we read carefully the business reception of human relations studies, 
we find that "scientific" has acquired the odd meaning of antonym to "mil- 
itant" 9 and synonym for sound and sincere "adjustment" and "cooperation" 
between human managers and human employees. 

On the political side, which often seems paramount to business man 
interest in these studies, many business spokesmen appear most alert, 
according to reports, to the idea "that the future of the free enterprise 
system is at stake, in view of its world wide competition from Socialism 
and Communism. "10 "Better human relations in industry mean improved 
labor efficiency; but this is not all. The attitude of the workers toward 
their job, their boss. . . CetclJ has a profound effect upon community opin- 
ion. "11 ". . . the social sciences hope to prevent disease in andfro] indefi- 
nitely prolong the life of the American system of free enterprise or demo- 
cratic capitalism. "12 

It is reported that the vice president of one of our leading corporations 
has proposed that "a course in human relations b e made a requisite for a 
baccalaureate degree, " contending that "a mandatory human relations 
course in colleges and universities is the surest way to aid American 
business expand its program for more enlightened action in this field. . . 
greater efforts are necessary if communism is to be overcome in its battle 
for American workers. "13 

The whole reception reached its peak in a statement that "the theory" 
that "human relations constitute the major problem confronting American 
business and industry today, " was supported by a survey showing that "ten- 
ants find much more cause for complaint in the failure of human relations. . . 
than in physical factors such as heat, hot water, etc. "14 

Regardless of the intent of the students of human relations, the content 
of their work, or the practical uses to which it may have been put, it remains 
a fact that such quotations do describe the general context of expectations into 
which these studies have been born; and it seems to me that the ideological 
shift from practical to sophisticated conservatism gives us an insight into the 
enthusiasms generated in business spokesmen by this new turn of social 
science. The managers looking to this new field of human relations hope to 
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lower production costs, ease tensions inside their plants, as revealed by 
high turnover, expensive absenteeism, and unsound disgruntlement, and 
find new symbols of justification for the concentrated power which they 
exercise in the economic as well as other orders of modern society. 

2. The Professors1 Involvement. What about the professors?- -What 
are their involvements in the new practicality? In contrast with the man- 
agers they are not primarily concerned with the pecuniary, the manage- 
rial, or the political aspects of practicality. Such results are to t h e m 
primarily means to other ends which center around their "careers. " It 
is true that professors certainly welcome the small increases to their 
small salaries that may come with the new research activity. They may 
or may not feel gratified to be helping managers administer their plants 
more profitably and with less trouble; they may or may not be powerfully 
lifted by building new and more civilized, i. e. more acceptable, ideolo- 
gies for established powers. But insofar as they remain scholars, their 
extra-intellectual aims center around furthering their careers. 

From this point of view, the professors' participation in these new 
studies is, in part, a response to the new job opportunities arising from 
the increased scale and intensified bureaucratic character of modern 
business and government, and from the institutionalization of the relations 
between business corporations and labor unions. Bureaucratization brings 
with it an increased demand for experts and the formation of career patterns 
outside the academies; social scientists, responding to this demand, more or 
less happily become business and government officials, on higher or lower 
levels. The centers of higher learning themselves reflect this outside de- 
mand for scholars by tending increasingly to produce seemingly a-political 
technicians, as against free intellectuals who live for ideas and not merely 
off ideas. In this country, labor struggles have been institutionalized in 
such a way that the intellectuals become "experts" and serve on War Labor 
Boards, rather than write for radical or conservative publics and struggle 
for the public dissemination of theoretical ideas. In this connection, modern 
war is the health of the expert, particularly the expert in the rhetoric of lib- 
eral justifications. 

For those who remain academic, however, a new sort of career, different 
from that of the old-fashioned professor, has become available: the career of 
"the new entrepreneur. "16 This type of man, more inclusive than the human 
relations researcher who exemplifies it, is able to further his career in the 
university by securing prestige and even small-scale powers outside it. Above 
all, he is able to set up on the campus a respectably-financed institute that 
brings the academic community into live contact with men of affairs--thus 
often becoming a leader in university affairs among his more cloistered col- 
leagues. 

In the 20th century the academic profession in America has by and large 
failed to make ambitious men contented with their academic careers. The 
profession carries little status in relation to the educational sacrifice often 
involved; the pay and hence the style of life are often miserable; and discon- 
tent for many scholars is heightened by their awareness that their brightness 
far exceeds that of men who have attained power and prestige available in other 
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fields. For such unhappy professors the new developments in industrial 
relations research and administration offer quite gratifying opportunities 
to become, so to speak, executives without having to become Deans. 

And yet there is evidence, here and there, even among the younger 
men in a hurry, that these new careers, while lifting them out of the aca- 
demic rut, may have dropped them into something in its way at least as 
unsatisfactory. At any rate there is worry about it all, and the new aca- 
demic entrepreneurs often seem unaware of just what their new goals may 
be; often indeed, they do not seem to have firmly in mind even the terms 
in which success in achieving these hazy goals may be defined. This is 
the source of their anxiety and the frenzied style of many of them. 

The scholarly community in America is quite open to the new practi- 
cality in which it has become involved. Both in and out of the academy, 
men at the centers of learning become experts inside administrative ma- 
chines. This undoubtedly effects a narrowing of their attention and of the 
scope of such political thinking as they might do. As a group, American 
social scientists have seldom, if ever, been politically engaged; the trend 
towards the technician's role has, by strengthening their a-political pro- 
fessional ideology, reduced, if that is possible, their political involvement, 
and often, by atrophy, their ability even to grasp political problems. That 
is why one often encounters middle- ranking journalists who are more poli- 
tically alert than top sociologists, economists, and, especially, political 
scientists. 

Ouruniversity system seldom, if ever, provides political training: how 
to gauge what is going on in the general struggle for power in modern society. 
Social scientists have had little or no real contacts with such insurgent sec- 
tions of the community as exist; there is no left-wing press with which the 
average academic man in the course of his career could come into live con- 
tact. There is no movement which would support or give prestige, not to 
speak of jobs, to the political intellectual; and the academic community has 
few if any roots in labor circles. 

This vacuum means that the American scholar's situation allows 
him to take up the new practicality- -in effect to become a political tool-- 
without any shift of political ideology and with little political guilt. Thus it 
would be naive, as well as inappropriate, to suggest that anyone were 
"selling out, " for that phrase can only be used with accuracy and taste when 
there is something knowingly sold out. 

3. The Unionists. In the drama of the human relations studies, the man- 
ager and the scholar have carried on the dialogue - a discussion between 
elites, about the worker, who is the prime human object of human relations 
research. The worker occasionally enters the scene only insofar as the 
managers and the scholars decide that they ought to open a channel of com- 
munications to him. 

But how about unions?--that is to say, union leaders? This new elite 
has in general been quite chary of the new developments, although there are, 
of course, among union leaders liberal spokesmen who are collaborating with 
academic and business spokesmen. Yet on the whole, unionists feel vaguely 
that what ought to be studied are inhuman relations in industry; they sense in 
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the new scholar- manager developments a kind of sociological Taylori- 
zation; remembering scientific management, they fear that scientific 
talk of treating each employee as a human being may be a fancy way of 
trying to undermine the practical solidarity of the ranks of labor for 
which they have worked so hard- -that is to say, the loyalty and trust of 
workers to the union and to its leaders. They think of human relations 
f Counselors" as competitors to shop stewards, and even sometimes as 
a new and respectable type of labor spy. There are other feelings 
among union leaders, to be sure, but on the whole, they range from the 
mildly skeptical through the fearful to the contemptuous. 

The Political Framework of Human Relations Studies 

If all this had to do merely with the external context in which human 
relations research goes on, then we might, as scientists, take it with 
appropriate composure. There is, however, reason to suspect that the 
social context and ideological uses of this work have entered into its 
intellectual content. 

What is needed in "industrial sociology" is not an immediate continu- 
ation of empirical studies, but a systematic examination of the latent 
assumptions on which these studies rest, with a view to isolating their 
key themes and to characterizing the moral and political perspectives thus 
revealed. ̂ This is needed not only so that we may know what these studies 
are really about, but in order to enable us to broaden our range of alterna- 
tive approaches to industrial phenomena.18 I do not offer this suggestion 
loosely, but with specific questions and a specific procedure in mind. 
Nothing here can be said dogmatically; it can only be suggested in the form 
of questions for an investigation along the lines of the sociology of knowledge^ 

1. The perspective of a managerial elite. Problems are set up by cri- 
teria within some perspective. What are the criteria by which problems are 
set up in this literature? From what perspective do they make sense? 

One of the most explicit general statements runs like this: "There is no 
reason to suppose that our fate will be otherwise, [than the breaking down of 
society into mutually hostile groupé if we do not at once state explicitly the 
problem and struggle to develop a better elite than we can at present show 
in public, private, or academic life. "20Now what human materials do the 
investigators have in mind for this elite? Without raising the question of 
the self-image of the investigators, 21 there is evidence that the new elite is 
to be comprised of business managers. 

Apart from college students, the public for which the work has been de- 
veloped has in the first instance been composed of business managers.22 
It is known that the public of the thinker is often an important factor in the 
social determination of his ideas. 23 To what extent has the managerial public 
of this work been a determinant of its latent structure, its level of generality, 
its specific problem, its explanatory models, and the advice to which it has 
given birth? 

Management's purpose or interest, as revealed in this literature, is often 
stated as a technical one: it is the engineer's perspective of producing and 
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distributing goods; or management's purpose is generalized for the whole of 
those involved in industry. "The first human problem of any business organ- 
ization is how to secure the cooperation of people in attaining its colle c t i v e 
purpose. tf24 When the problems, set by these purposes, are concrete, they 
seem always to be stated from the managerial standpoint, from the top; and 
when they are generalized they seem more easily translatable into manage- 
ment purposes than into any other.25 Thus management's aims seem tobe 
rather Ttfetishizedft and hence more readily assumed as unalterably given: 
How to further the progress of the Company and the success of its purposes. 

In contrast, latent images of the employees are revealed in such 
statements as, tTthe administrator handling a dissatisfied employee. .. the 
psychiatrist handling a mild case of obsession. . . the social worker handling 
a client. . . "26 in the communications between the two, "orders are trans- 
mitted downward" while "relevant information regarding situations at the 
work level is transmitted upward. " Those on the bottom should "under- 
stand the economic objectives of the top, " while those on top should "under- 
stand the feelings and sentiments of the bottom. "27 in line with this, there 
seems to be a technicalization of the manager, and a sentimentalization of 
the employee.28 in this connection, Veblen's distinction between industry 
and business seems to be absent from this literature - in fact, without ex- 
plicit consideration, denied.29 The problem is thus put in terms of techno- 
logical advancement, as a problem of the engineer and the human being 
rather than in terms of human beings in power and economic relations. 
The issue between manager and worker is thus seen as a vast misunder- 
standing, which perhaps accounts for the great emphasis upon "open chan- 
nels of communication. " 

2. Cooperation and collaboration. The proposed answer to problems of 
management- worker relations is often put in terms of such words as "coop- 
erate" and "collaborate. " These are usually used quite formally; when they 
are used concretely, they seem to refer to workers much more frequently 
or even to the exclusion of managers and supervisors.30 To what extent are 
these apparently neutral terms really ways of referring to workers' accep- 
tance of managerial orders? In a discussion of productive output, it is rec- 
ognized that workers form solidarity measures against "rate buster," "chis- 
eler, " "sguealer, 

" and "officious" colleague, that is to say, against company 
interests.Sl These would seem to be prime examples of "spontaneous coop- 
eration"; yet immediately following this, in a discussion of "what makes 
workers not want to cooperate, " it is stated that "the heart of the probi e m 
of effective collaboration. . . is the social condition under which it is more 
likely for the employee group to separate itself out in opposition to the re- 
mainder of the groups making up the total organization. "32 

What is the value content of these key terms? It would seem offhand 
that, not questioning the managerial aim, the human relations experts em- 
ploy such terms in their effort to further it: ". . . problems of absenteeism, 
labor turnover, 'wild- cat' strikes, show that we do not know how to ensure 
spontaneity of cooperation; that is, teamwork. "33 This assertion would seem 
to indicate that "we" in connection with "cooperation" means managers, and 
that "cooperation" in this literature means cooperation of workers for man- 
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agerially approved ends. In one context it is explicitly recognized that in- 
formal collaboration can be either for or against the formal purposes of 
management, but collaboration in the interests of management is stated 
to be "on a much higher level. "34 

3. The facts of labor unions. One of the most curious omissions of 
this literature isThe almost complete absence ofadiscussion of labor 
unions. In a 15-year study of human relations in a giant industry, executed 
mainly during the Thirties, a decade during which union membership in- 
creased approximately 250 per cent, one finds no comment on unions. 

Unions do not seem to be viewed as part of the industrial scene; even 
"collective bargaining" may be referred to without mention of unions. 3 5 
Managers confront human employees as individuals and in informal group- 
lets, but no descriptive consideration is given the informal and formal groups 
which unions have formed in the heart of American industry. To b o r r o w 
Mayo's language for a use to which he never puts it- -unions in the last 20 
years have secured the collaboration of at least one third of the U. S. wage 
and salary workers; surely this is an outstanding fact of cooperation in in- 
dustrial life. But although these students are quite concerned with how ef- 
fective loyalties are secured, they never study unions as centers for work- 
ers1 loyalties, nor shop stewards as human relations agents, filling, in one 
way or another, the very social voids these students see problematically in 
the vast secondary worlds of work. To what extent, in practice, do shop 
stewards fulfill the role reserved in these books for managerial personnel 
trained in the art of securing collaboration? 36 why isn't the problem of the 
union organizer posed, in the manifest scientific spirit of this literature, in 
terms of his "promoting collaboration" among the workers in "the pursuit of 
a collective goal?" 

When unions are not ignored, they are more likely to be taken as symp- 
toms of trouble than as possible means of solving worthy problems. 37 in one 
context, unions are brought into the picture in connection with a section on 
"unbalance, " and even then not as the object of explicit assertion but, one 
might almost suppose, as something of a hint as to what might happen if 
human relations advice were not followed. Moreover, there is little or 
no explicit mention of the class function of the union, nor its power function, 
but only of its status use. 38 in one of the fullest discussions, it is asserted 
that "in spite of many exceptions, these unions are not adequately led and 
have no great traditions of collaboration with management. . . " although I am 
not aware of any studies on this point performed by these experts. It is also 
stated that if managers proved "equal to the task of adapting the organism of 
industry on lines more satisfactory for those involved, " unions might lose 
their members, or "insensibly change their functions and become more ex- 
clusively a means for collaboration. "39 

4. Status and power. The absence of discussions or studies of unions in 
this literature is perhaps associated with the minimization of any explicit 
analysis of power. Not only is analysis of power almost absent but the facts 
of power are obscured and blurred in the vocabulary of the human relations 
experts. 

In discussing power, it is possible to focus upon the power holder, upon 
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the obedient (or the manipulated), or upon the sanctions employed in cases 
of disobedience. Little or no mention of the last of these aspects is made 
in these writings, and the second aspect is obscured. Power, when it does 
come explicitly into the picture, is handled from above **knd the sanctions 
of the power holder are not stated or are even denied. ̂ In fact, power it- 
self is dissolved into the problem, seen from the upper side, of securing 
collaboration.^ 

Analytically, status (prestige), class (property and income), and power 
are three separable dimensions along which we may analyze as social struc- 
ture. Why in this literature are class^and power not only minimized and 
made subordinate to status, but even sponged up into it?** As we have al- 
ready noted, it is the status function and not that of power that comes up 
when unions are mentioned.*^ Both power and status sometimes seem to 
be blurred into such customary terms as "routine. "46 

The only category in which power is handled explicitly is that of "the 
formal organization. " Thus all the stress on "informal organization" (status 
and primary group formations) operates to the end of avoiding any explicit 
analysis of authority. Also, since the purposes of the formal organization 
are often stated in terms of technical eff ectiveness,*? authority is thus tacitly 
legitimated in these acceptable engineering terms. We must also ask to what 
extent the whole emphasis upon "sociology"*** should be considered as a re- 
treat from political and economic conflicts of interest into the (managerial) 
administration of status misunderstandings? 

5. Manipulation. Since the power dimension of social structure is not ex- 
plicitly analyzed, and yet the perspective is that of the managerial elite, we 
should expect a theme of manipulation to come out in this literature. Author- 
ity is the exercise of power requiring a more or less voluntary obedience: 
manipulation does not; it is power exercised unbeknown to the manipulated. *9 
But problems, both technical and moral, of manipulation are not explicitly 
recognized, much less analyzed; they are put in terms of and obscured by a 
discussion of the methods of interviewing and by a description of the program 
of shop counselors. 

By listening patiently "to what his subordinate has to say before making 
any comment himself, " refraining from "hasty disapprobation of his subor- 
dinate's conduct, " not arguing with him, not paying "exclusive attention to 
the manifest content of the conversation, " the experts discovered that you can 
encourage people "to talk freely" and that the "effect" of this talking "is not 
merely emotional relief but also the revelation to the critical listener. . . of the 
locus of the complaint. "50 Thus, they translated their interviewing program 
into a "new plan for the improvement of supervision. . . "51 

That is how they discovered "the beginnings of a new method of human 
control. "52 This social skill "shows itself as a capacity to receive communi- 
cations from others, and to respond to the attitudes and ideas of others i n 
such fashion as to promote congenial participation in a common task. " This 
definition is alongside one of technical skill, which "manifests itself as a 
capacity to manipulate things in the service of human purposes. "53 a "skill, " 
it is stated, "differs from general knowledge in that it is manifested ata 
particular point as a manipulative dexterity acquired by experience in the 
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handling of things or people. . . ft54 It is even mentioned that one reason for 
increased output among an experimental group might be that the workers 
"lost much of their shyness and fear, or what came to be called their 'ap- 
prehension of authority, f"55Since the investigators stood between the group 
and the management.56 But the implications of this for an analysis of manip- 
ulation are not explored. 

The technique of manipulation revealed in this literature is derived from 
its central conceptions of informalized human relations: to secure the spon- 
taneous, efficient collaboration of his workers the manager must pay atten- 
tion to their informal relations, and seek to gain acceptance in some way 
among these informal groups.57 Yet within the authoritative structure of 
big industry, this would seem to make necessary an organization or even a 
rationalization of human relations. From the standpoint of the old "estab- 
lished'^ communities, any such arrangement is likely to appear synthetic 
and in fact a pseudogemeinschaft affair. The answer to this problem- -which 
by the way is not explicitly posed in this literature- -is an institutionalization 
within industry of manipulation. 

In the counseling system, in which presumably this new method of human 
control is put into large-scale operation, "the relationship of the counselor 
with the line organization, " it is said, "should be a nonauthoritative one;" 
he "does not exercise authority or give advice;" yet it is also said that "one 
of the major objectives of the counseling program was to strengthen rather 
than weaken. . . the supervisor -employee relationship. . . "59and that "this 
kind of non-authoritative agency serves to control and to direct those human 
processes within the industrial structure which are not adequately controlled 
by the other agencies of management. "60 

To what extent is the idea to modify the authoritative manner of the busi- 
ness executive's dealings with his subordinates, and to supplement them by 
human relations counselors in order to use the sentimental status systems 
of the workers, in the "logic of efficiency?" Otherwise, "social activity is 
driven into the ground [sic! underground?] where it forms at a lower level 
in opposition to the technical organization. "61 

6- Conceptions of stability. The latent meaning of such conceptions of 
order as "equilibrium, " "adaptive society, " "state of collaboration, " etc. , 
may be considered in connection with the absence or the underplaying of the 
view of industry as an authoritarian order,62 and in connection with the em- 
phasis upon informality, status, and primary group structure. Despite 
manifest assertions to the contrary, to what extent do these terms really 
boil down to that of a community or a gemeinschaft type of integration? Are 
they not pre-bureaucratic notions of social order 63centered around the great 
bureaucracies of business corporations? In one context, it is asserted that 
"too frequently the human relations of industry are conceived of as essentially 
economic". . . while in fact they are "essentially social;" and "custom" is held 
to be the framework "within which the social life of groups is carried on. "64 

In another it is claimed, rather proudly, that one of the human relations 
experts shows "that it is within the power of industrial administrators to cre- 
ate within industry itself a partially effective substitute for the old stabilizing 
effect of the neighborhood. " 65 in a context in which there is rather romantic 
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wondering about the "simple, ordered community, " in which "the social 
code and the desires of the individual are, for all practical purposes, 
identical, " and in which "the interests of the individual are subordinated, 
by his own eager desire, to the interests of the group," two "symptoms 
of social disruption" in modern industrial society are stated: an increas- 
ing number of individuals who are "prey t o unhappy and obsessive 
personal preoccupations, " and various groups which "are not eager to 
cooperate wholeheartedly with other groups. "66 The gemeinschaft nature 
of the latent concept of order, with its implicit curtailing of "individual 
pre-occupation, " is more explicit in connection with individuated interest 
groups and the concept of a "social balance. "67 

If we take the absence of power analysis, along with the emphasis upon 
"community feelings, " we see that such feelings asa basis of order are 
quite different when they are assisted by some one who has the trust of the 
workers and the power and responsibility of protecting their interests and 
values (e. g. a shop steward system) than when they are assisted by some- 
one whose responsibilities are to managers, who report to managers 
through "channels of communication, " and whose power to act is derived 
from managerial authority. Having power on such a basis, it might be that 
the emphasis upon status and community fit in with the proposal to create 
pseudo- gemeinschaft islands within and around the big managed framework 
of industry, for the purpose of being better able to manipulate the people 
working within and around the authoritarian framework of modern industry.6® 

7. The over-all formula. What is the over-all formula of advice within 
which this literature as a whole makes the most sense? If we coded all the 
terms referring to managers and to workmen in this literature, would we 
find that managers are most frequently seen along lines of intelligent-unin- 
telligent, rational-irrational, knowledge-ignorance; whereas workmen are 
seen most frequently along the lines of happy-unhappy, efficient- inefficient, 
good morale-bad morale? If so, how much of the advice, given and latent, 
can be picked up with the simple formula: to make the worker happy, 
efficient, and cooperative we need only make the managers intelligent, 
rational, knowing? Is this the latent political formula of human relations 
research in industry? If it is not, what else is involved? If it is, does not 
this formula, speaking practically, constitute a psychologizing of problems 
of industrial relations upon the classic formula of a natural harmony of in- 
terests, which is interfered with by the frailty of human relations as r e - 
vealed especially in the unintelligence of managers and the unhappy irra- 
tionality of workmen? 

To what extent is the advice, when summed up from all these studies, 
advice to the personnel manager to relax his authoritative manner and 
widen his manipulative grip by understancfing employees better and count- 
ering their informal solidarities against management by controlling and 
exploiting these solidarities for smoother and less troublesome managerial 
efficiency? 

All this is brought into sharper focus in the concept of morale, which I 
must consider in more detail. 
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The Concept of Morale 

We want not only to develop the points of view which, when appropri- 
ately combined, will enable us adequately to define morale, but to u s e 
this model (1) in the understanding of what the industrial sociologists have 
actually been doing, and (2) to clarify the logically possible goals which 
they might pursue. In this way, we may be able to illustrate the s elf - 
correction that might come out of a detailed content analysis of industrial 
sociology. 

Modern industrial work occurs within a hierarchy, which means that 
there is a line of authority and hence, from the under-side, aline of 
obedience. A great deal of the work is semi-routine, which means that 
for higher output the operations of each worker are slivered and st er e o - 
typed. If we combine these two facts- -the hierarchal nature of the indus- 
trial structure and the semi-routine character of the work- -we see clearly 
that work in a modern factory involves discipline: quick, continuous, and 
rather stereotyped obedience to authority. The factor of power- -so coyly 
handled by human relations experts - is thus crucial to an adequate under- 
standing of problems of morale. 

Since I assume that factories are places where work is donje, as well 
as social relations formed, in order to define morale I must consider both 
objective and subjective criteria. Subjectively, morale would seem to mean 
a willingness to do the work at hand, to do it with good cheer, and even to 
enjoy doing it. Objectively, morale would seem to mean that the work gets 
done effectively, that the most work is done in the least time, with the least 
trouble, for the least money. Morale has to do with cheerful obedience on 
the part of the worker, resulting in efficient prosecution of the work at hand, 
as judged by the management. 69 

Here is a fourfold model with which we can discuss the matter. 

MODEL FOR MORALE ANALYSIS 

Subjective Objective Structure of Power70 
Condition of Individual71 Participates Does not 

Cheerful and willing 1 2 

Uncheerful and unwilling 3 4 

Box 1: Two kinds of morale can be found here. First, that of the s elf - 
managing craftsman. Here is the Smith- Jeff er sonian, unalienated man, or, 
as Whitman called him, "man in the open air. " However, all the assump- 
tions of such a man have been removed by the introduction of a large-scale, 
hierarchical organization of work. Classic socialism can be deduced from 
classic democracy with strict logic by the introduction of this one factor. 
The second item, then, in box 1 is the "soviet" form of authority in the 
classic statements given out on "worker f s control. " It is the form of work 
imagined for unalienated men under the objective conditions of large-scale 
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collective work. 
Box 2 might be called pseudo- morale or manipulated morale. The 

people in it are "falsely conscious" in the formal sense of displaying a 
psychology that is not in harmony with their structural position. Of course, 
we have to explain the different types of people who fall into this category. 
No collective craftsmanship or self- direction is possible; the frame of ac- 
ceptance of the work is alien to its process. 

Box 3 contains the people whom we may appropriately speak of as mal- 
contents, or as unadjusted. These people may be deficient for the work 
they do, or deficient in understanding their situation, or at any rate they 
are not making the most of it. 

Box 4: These are the alienated who are not necessarily falsely conscious. 
People in box 2 are also alienated, but they have conformed to managed ex- 
pectations, or to the conventionally upheld expectations of fellow workmen in 
"a Rotary Club teamwork of morale. " There are also some in box 2 who in- 
herit the psychology which goes with the industrial craftsman of box 1, even 
though the objective conditions have shifted. 

These descriptions of types are merely beginnings. By changes in the 
variables cross-tabulated, and by the construction of sub-types within each 
box, along a range of motives, the model can be sophisticated into not only 
a theory of morale but into an explanatory model of alienation, false con- 
sciousness, apathy, and insurgency. ^ 

The use, it would seem to me, to which we can best put our model here 
is as a tool for sociology of knowledge analysis, and as a policy clarification 
of the work of industrial sociologists. 

Managements ideal may be taken as box 2; its effort is to try to move the 
people from the other three boxes into box 2 and keep them there. The rad- 
ical's ideal may be taken as box 1; his effort will be to have people move from 
the other three boxes into box 1 and retain that position. Where, in latent 
meaning, do the human relations studies fit into this model? Is not their 
ideal box 2, their big effort in developing techniques of moving people from 
box 4 into 2 and keeping them there? That is the hypothesis, I believe, which 
most neatly explains the literature, although only a detailed content analysis 
would verify or disprove this. 

By their assumption, formally and concretely, of the existing framework 
of industry as unalterably given, and of the aims of management as the aims 
of everyone involved in modern industry, they omit considerations of the left 
half of our model of morale, of the authoritative structure and the degree of 
worker participation in it. They thus see the problem of morale only in 
terms of boxes 2 and 4; and their aim is to study the reasons people are in 
box 4 rather than 2, and the techniques whereby management can move its 
employees from 4 to 2 and keep them there, by manipulation and by allowing 
them to TTblow off steam, " without changing the structure of the workers* life 
in a sort of passive psychoanalytic relation which they would install in modern 
industry. 

What have these students "discovered" other than (1) that within the author- 
itative structure of modern industry ("formal organization") there are status 
formations ("inf ormai organizations"); (2) that often these operate in resistance 
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to the authorities and for the protection of the workers against the exer- 
cise of authority; (3) that therefore, for the sake of efficiency and to ward 
off uncollaborative tendencies (unions and worker solidarity), managers 
should not try to break up these formations, but rather to exploit them for 
their own ends (tfin the collective purpose of the total organization"). ̂ 
This exploitation may be achieved by recognizing and studying the status 
formations in order to manipulate the workers involved in them rather than 
merely authoritatively ordering them. If this should be the case then, in 
the general tendency for our world to be rationalized, the human rela- 
tions experts seem to be extending this tendency in an intelligent way and in 
the service of the managerial elite. 

The Promise of Sociology 

The promise of American sociology, not merely for the study of indus- 
trial relations, but in general, does not lie in a continance of the old prac- 
ticality of sociology nor in energetic acceptance of the new. If I may state 
it briefly, the main course of sociology runs thus: (1) Nineteenth century 
work, especially in Europe, was concerned with the analysis of total social 
structures, or the institutional orders composing them, with great theoret- 
ical themes usually, if at all, worked out in a historical way. (2) Twentieth 
century work, especially in America, has been focused empirically, almost 
journalistically, on a great variety of inviting topics. In following this path 
it has lost touch with the broad focus upon historical social structures, but 
i t has developed precise tools for observation and especially for the manip- 
ulation of empirical data. (3) Now entering its third stage, the grand prob- 
lem of sociology is to get those two together, to blend into an active discip- 
line the scope of the theoretic and historical work, associated with 19th 
century theorists, with the precision and analytic power associated with the 
empirical methods worked out in American sociology, often in connection 
with socially and historically trivial problems. All the promise of Ameri- 
can sociology over the next decades lies within the possibilities of making 
this connection. And it may be made, indeed it must be made, in any num- 
ber of specific fields of work: the legal and political orders, the compara- 
tive structures of nations, the sphere of organized religion, the realm of 
industrial relations. 

One of the great 19th century theses, that of Marx, is that in the evolu- 
tion of modern capitalism people are moved from the left side of our model 
to the right (structural change), and simultaneously, it would seem, that they 
move from the top side of the model to the bottom (psychological change); that 
the central line of historical development is thus from box 1 to box 4, until , 
with the spread of rational awareness and knowledge, collectively and with 
violence, if need be, they would spring, in a new synthesis, from box 4 into 
box 1. He was right about the structural change; mistaken and inadequate about 
the psychological. 

The theoretical problem of industrial sociology, as it comes to a focus 
on the problem of morale, is a problem of exploring the four types of morale, 
--situations outlined in our model; of examining to what extent the psycholog- 
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ical shift from top to bottom of this model has proceeded along with the 
structural shift from left to right; and why there has been so feeble a ten- 
dency to move from box 4 to box 1 in the United States. In these di r e e - 
tions, it seems to me, lies the promise, about which I have here been 
able to say so little, of a sociology of modern man's working life. 

NOTES 

1. These two paragraphs are summarized from Mills, "The Professional 

Ideology of Social Pathologists," American Journal of Sociology, September, 
19^3, pp. 165-180. 

2. There are at least two further practical applications, centering 
around polling techniques, performed by members of sociology departments 
during the last ten years: those serving the communication and advertising 
industries, and those engaged by war-time government, especially the War De- 

partment. These will not be considered in this paper. 
3* American Sociological Review, August, 19^8, p. 461. 
4. The central work or tne riela sti±JL seems üo oe xne narvara dwuxgö. 

The following volumes have been basic to my understanding of this school. My 
analysis, given below, pertains to these volumes, and to other volumes only 
insofar as they might employ the same concepts: E. Mayo, The Social Problems 
of an Industrial Civilization (Division of Research, Harvard Business School, 
igk^J; F.J. Roethlisberger, Management and Morale (Harvard University Press, 
Fifth Printing, 19^6); T.N. Whitehead, Leadership in a Free Society (Harvard 
University Press, Third Printing, I9UU) ; F.J. Roethlisberger and W.J. Dickson, 
Management and the Worker (Harvard University Press, Seventh Printing, 19^6). 

5. See, e.g., V.W. Bladen, "Economics and Human Relations," Canadian 
Journal of Economics and Political Science, August, 19^8, pp. 301-311. Mr. 
Bladen is explicitly aware of the moral problems of this school, although 
his solution seems to me unsatisfactory. 

6. This distinction is developed in Mills, The Mew Men of Power IHar- 
court, Brace, I9U8). 

7. New York Times, September 22, 194b (Business Section, p. 1.) , "Busi- 
ness Studies Human Relations." 

8. New York Times, May l8, 1947 (Business Section, pp. 1 and 9), Study 
of Human Relations Viewed as Industrial Key." See also, New York Times, 
April 21, 19k6 (Business Section, pp. 1 and 5), "Research in Human Relation- 

ship Seen Needed for Reconversion." 
9. See New York Times, August 21, 19^7 , Less Force Urged m Labor 

Dealings . " 

10. New York Times, April 21, I9U6 (Business Section, p. l) "Research 
in Human Relationship Seen Needed for Reconversion." 

11. New York Times, May l8, I9U7 (Business Section, p. 9)9 Study of 
Human Relations Viewed as Industrial Key." 

12 • New York Times, May 20, 19^6, p. 2, "Hunt is Sharpened for Labor 
Peace." 

13. New York Times, November 9, I9U7 (Business Section), "Human Relations 

Study is Pressed." 
Ik. New York Times, July 22, 19^6, p. 23, How Tenants Feel About Land- 

lords." 
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15. On this problem see Mills, "The Powerless People: The Role of the 
Intellectual in Society." Politics. April. 19M*. pp. 68-72. 

16. For this concept see Mills, "The Competitive Personality," Partisan 
Review. September-October, I9U6, pp. U33-M*l, 

17. Cf. Herbert Blumer, "Sociological Theory in Industrial Relations," 
American Sociological Review, June, 19^+7, pp. 271-278; Daniel Bell, "Adjust- 
ing Men to Machines," Commentary, January, 19^7, pp. 79-88, as relevant 
criticisms. 

18. Compare Mills, "Methodological Consequences of the Sociology of 
Knowledge," American Journal of Sociology, November, 19^0. 

19. None of these questions, which for literary convenience I shall state 
as assertions, can be definitively answered without a thorough and detailed 
content analysis of this literature as a whole. In a content analysis, a 
systematic count of key phrases and ideas would be necessary. In this paper, 
the quotations given are merely examples. I merely suggest a few of the 
questions which I think should be asked and a few of the codes that might be 
useful in the work proposed. 

20. Mayo, p. 119. 
21. See, however, Roethlis berger, Chapter 1Ä, pp. iöu-if4, as a source 

of self-image materials. Note especially the administrative, non-political 
perspective. In a situation charged with power tensions, to urge thinking 
"in terms of the administrative context" (p. I62) of business about concrete 
problems is, of course, to narrow one's focus in such a way as to assume the 
existent structure rather than to study it creatively. See also Roethlis- 
berger, pp. 87, 193, and Mayo, p. 32: "...it is evident that our high admin- 
istrators have, in these days, accepted responsibility for training workers 
in new technical skills; it is equally evident that no one has accepted respon- 
sibility for training them in new (adaptive) social skills. In the universities 
the acceptance of responsibility, apparently, presents a terrifying prospect 
to certain of the more timid academics." 

22. Roethlisberger, pp. viii-ix, in which the source of funds and a 
sympathetic audience for the ideas are stated to have been cooperating bus- 
inesses and businessmen. Cf. also p. xxii, and Chapter VIII, in which business- 
men are introduced to social scientists. 

 _ _ _ _ _ . . _ - « « a ^ ■>• ff ^ 

23. For analysis of the mechanisms involved, see muís, .Language, 
Logic, and Culture," American Sociological Review, October, 1939. 

24. Roethlisberger, p. 110. 
25. Roethlisberger, p. 126: "We see that it is important that no one 

group has a code of behavior too much at variance with the economic objectives 
of the company as a whole." Scientifically speaking, why? 

26. Roethlisberger, p. I76. 
27. Roethlisberger, pp. ly^-iyj. bee also p. 111. une mignt as* wny 

shouldn't the bottom understand the sentiments and- feelings of the top? And 
the top understand the demands and economic objectives of the bottom? 

28. The top is seen as communicating with the bottom in terms of the 

logical jargon and cold discriminations of the technical specialist. . .the 
bottom. ..is trying to communicate with the top through its own peculiar 
language of social sentiments and feelings." Roethlisberger, p. 63. 

29. Whitehead, p. 232: "...the business activities of society. . .are 
the direct result of applied science and of technological advance." 

30. Cf. Roethlisberger, p. 1J9: m business -coaay -enere are peopj-e 
who are exceedingly skillful in handling human relations. They are key 
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men in the direction of group effort. Their importance to the organization 
they serve lies primarily in their ability to secure the cooperation of in- 
dividuals in attaining the technological purposes of the group." See also 
pp. 156-157. 

31. Roethlisberger, p. 22. 
32. Roethlisberger, p. 2k. See also pp. 58-59. 
33. Mayo, p. 10. 
34. Roethlisberger and Dickson, pp. 560-561: In the Relay Assembly Test 

Room an informal organization developed "which not only satisfied the wishes 
of its members but also worked in harmony with the aims of management;" in 
the Bank Wiring Observation Room, however, the informal organization is 
characterized as "a set of practices and beliefs which its members had in 
common. . .which at many points worked against the economic purposes of the 
company." Without commenting on the sentiments latent in these different 
wordings , we note that the paragraph ends : "... collaboration in the Relay 
Assembly Test Room was at a much higher level than in the Bank Wiring 
Observation Room." 

35. Roethlisberger, pp. 109-110: "Customarily we think of them [.human 
problems of a business] in terms of the development of personnel functions... 
There are problems of collective bargaining: how to give employees the oppor- 
tunity of saying and doing something with regard to the conditions of their 
employment • 

" 

36. See Roethlisberger, pp. 114-117, for a series of rhetorical ques- 
tions revealing the absence of focus on, or the unawareness of, shop stewards. 
Read it with the idea in mind of how "adequate personnel administration" 
might be considered from a labor union standpoint as an attempted usurpation 
by management of one function of a shop steward system. 

37. Mayo, in foreword of Roethlisberger, p. xvii: Discussions... 
entitled. . .collective bargaining as a means of preventing industrial dis- 
putes, merely serve to mask the fact that the human capacity for spontaneous 
cooperation has greatly diminished..." 

Roethlisberger, p. 25: "The matters of importance to workers which the 
Hawthorne researches disclosed are not settled primarily by negotiating con- 
tracts. If industry is filled with people living in a social void and with- 
out social function, a labor contract can do little to make cooperation 
possible." 

38. Roethlisberger, p. 128. "Might they get this kind of human satis- 
faction through their union activities - the satisfaction of belonging to a 
group where they will be evaluated more in terms of social conventions than 
in the terms of logics of efficiency? May this opportunity for social par- 
ticipation be as important to some of its members as the formal purpose for 
which a union is organized?" On power and status generally, see pp. 213-215 
below. 

39. Whitehead, p. 155. "In the United States... a self-conscious class 
of manual workers is growing who will not think of themselves or their 
children as likely to occupy any other position. Under present conditions, 
this would almost certainly lead to a strengthening of trade unions. In 
spite of many exceptions , these unions are not adequately led and have no 
great traditions of collaboration with management, and the future history 
of human relations in industry might be an unhappy one. On the other hand, 
the executive ranks of business contain many of the best brains of the 
country, and it is very possible that they will prove equal to the task of 
adapting the organism of industry on lines more satisfactory for those in- 
volved; if this happens, trade unions may lose their members, because they 
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find in the direct collaboration within the factory all they need in the 
way of personal self-expression and of adequate consideration. However, 
institutions die hard, and it is more likely that in such a case the unions 
would insensibly change their functions and become more exclusively a means for 
collaboration • " 

40. Roethlisberger, p. 37- "To say that one person has disciplinary 
authority over another is to say that the superior is under the obligation 
of seeing that his subordinate's conduct is in accord with certain prescribed 
norms • " 

4l. Roethlisberger, p. 193. "...the administrator is the guardian or 
perserver of morale through the function of maintaining a condition of equi- 
librium which will preserve the social values existing in the cooperative 
system. Only in this sense does he have 'authority.'" 

42. Barnard, The Functions of the Executive, p. 163 In Mayo, pp. 49-50: 
"...under this definition the decision as to whether an order has authority 
or not lies with the person to whom it is addressed, and does not... etc." 
Also, Barnard, p. 175 in Mayo, p. 50: "...authority depends upon a cooperative 
attitude of individuals on the one hand; and the system of communication in 
the organization on the other." 

43. Roethlisberger, p. 25. "...have we not a clue as to the possible 
basis for labor unrest and disputes? Granted that these disputes are often 
stated in terms of wages, hours of work... is it not possible that these de- 
mands are disguising, or in part are the symptomatic expression of, much 
more deeply rooted human situations. .. [i.e. ] an urge... to tell, the boss to 
go to hell. . .Workers who want to tell their boss to go to hell sound to me 
like people whose feelings of personal integrity have been seriously injured." 

44. Cf. Mills, review of Warner and Lunt, American Sociological Review, 
August, 1942. 

45. See footnote 3. 
U6. Roethlisberger and Dickson, p. 555. "Some relationships fall into 

routine patterns, such as the relationship between superior and subordinate 
or between office worker and shop worker." 

47. Roethlisberger and Dickson, p. 558. "...the formal organization 
of the plant ... includes the systems, policies, rules, and regulations of 
the plant which express what the relations of one person to another are 
supposed to be in order to achieve effectively the task of technical pro- 
duction." 

48. See the positively appraised quote from Daws on, Beyond Politics, 
pp. 35-36, iri Mayo, p. 11. "Problems which were a century ago regarded as 
purely political became economic in the second half of the nineteenth 
century and during the present century have become sociological and psych- 
ological ones." 

49. For an excellent analysis, see Goldhamer and Shils, "Types of 
Power and Status," American Journal of Sociology, September, 1939; and Max 
Weber's essay, "Class, Status, Party," In Gerth and Mills, From Max Weber, 
pp. I8O-I95. 

50. Roethlisberger, pp. 41 and 42. 
51. Roethlisberger and Dickson, p. I89. 
52. Roethlisberger, p. 40. See also p. loi. 
53. Mayo, p. 13. Also Roethlisberger, p. lUf: "...it is important ror 

the executive tp_ listen before talking. By this means he comes to under- 
stand the sentiments and situations of the person or group before he prac- 
tices the art of persuasion or assurance in order to secure their loyalty, 
confidence, and cooperation." 
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54. Mayo, p. 15. 
55« Roethlisberger and Dickson, p. I89. 
56. Roethlisberger and Dickson, p. I9O: Their improved morale, there- 

fore, seemed to be closely associated "with the different supervision in the 
test room." Cf. pp. I8O-I86: the supervision in the test room consisted of 
the Harvard investigators. P. 56I: "it was as if the experimenters had acted 
as a buffer for the operators and held their work situation steady while they 
developed a new type of social organization." 

57. Whitehead, p. 110. "...management in industry can lead its groups 
to just that extent to which it is itself accepted by those groups.... 
Change to be acceptable to ji group a must come from within , and must appear 
as_ the visible need of its present activities." 

50. Mayo, Chapter 1. 
59. Roethlisberger and Dickson, p. 596. See Chapter XXVI for a des- 

cription of the role of the counselor. 
60. Roethlisberger and Dickson, p. 601. 
6l • Roethlisberger, p. 39» Also note the unusual definition of social 

or "socialized," p. 47 : "Whenever a person is acting in accordance with the 
expectations and sentiments of some other person, or groups of persons » his 
behavior is social or socialized." Cf. Erich Fromm, Escape From Freedom» on 
compulsive conformi sm and automatism. 

b¿. Whitehead, p. i>: ...a single iactory or any size common_Ly exniDits 
the characteristics of a relatively primary structure ... a large factory is a 
primary society of groups...;" p. 7: Many of "the human problems of industry 
. . .have arisen because industry thinks of its structures as secondary rather 
than as primary groupings." 

63. Whitehead, p. vii: "Orderly society is based upon routine, custom 
and habitual association." 

64. Roethlisberger, pp. 46-48. 
65. W.B. Donham in preface to Mayo, p. ix Also see p. viii: he gives 

us instances where industrial administrators have succeeded in making factory 
groups so stable in their attitudes of group cooperation that men in the 
groups explicitly recognized that the factory has become for them the 
stabilizing force around which they developed satisfying lives." 

66. Mayo, pp. 5-7- 
07. Roethlisberger, p. 112: How can a comfortable working equili- 

brium be maintained between the various social groups in an industrial enter- 
prise such that no one group in the organization will separate itself out 
in opposition to the remainder.?" 

68. See Whitehead, Chapter XII: "The Organization of A Community," 
especially pp. 172 ff . 

09. Terms like morale and esprit de corps seem to be part 01 tne 
transfer of military language to civilian life. The definition above seems 
to be the operational meaning of the term within the literature being con- 
sidered. Cf. Mayo, p. II8: "Morale, the maintenance of cooperative living, 
is commonly spoken of as... an intangible. . .Intelligent handling of the 
situation. . .resulted in major changes of a definitely measurable order in 
Philadelphia, at Hawthorne. . . [etc. ] . . .Production increased, wastage dimin- 
ished, absenteeism and labor turnover diminished..." Roethlisberger, p. 192: 
"From this point of view, the problems of morale in a business break down 
into two parts: (l) the daily problems of maintaining internal equilibrium 
within the organization, that is, maintaining that kind of social organiza- 
tion in which individuals and groups through working together can obtain 
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human satisfactions that will make them willing to contribute their services 
to the economic objective of cooperation..." Roethlisberger and Dickson, 
on p. 563: one meaning of "efficiency" is given as "morale" or "social in- 
tegration." Roethlisberger, pp. 155-I56: "We have not been implying that 
there is an inherent incompatibility between 'efficiency1 and 'happiness1 
..." but that "too different sets of considerations are involved." The 
administrator must "secure their willingness to contribute their services 
to these purposes, but also he must see to it that by giving their services 
to these ends they will obtain social satisfactions which make them 
desirous for cooperating." 

70. Obviously both dichotomies can more properly be seen as scales. 
I simplify here. By "power" I mean here the capacity freely to oversee 
and decide about one's work life. 

71. By "subjective condition" here I mean the gratification from and 
the willingness to continue in one's work. 

72. Such a model is now being developed in connection with my forth- 
coming book, The New Middle Class: A Study of_ White Collar People (Oxford 
University Press, 195Õ7T 

73. Roethlisberger and Dickson, p. 553. 

THE STRUGGLE IS THE MESSAGE / THE 
-ru r, ■ ■ , .. , / POLITICS -ru The r, Organization 

■ ■ and , Ideology .. , / 

/ OF REVOLUTION 
of the Anti-War Movement / 

Irving Louis Horowitz / Harvey Wheeler 

R u tgers- The State U n /'versi ty / The Cen ter for the Study 

Part 1 _ / of Democratic Institutions 

The Struggle Is the Message: / 
The Liberal Pivot / "Today's political problems arise from dis- 

part || _ / orders of the entire ecological order. Their 
/ solutions are to be found not through the inter- The Message Is the Struggle / actjon Qf |Qca| jnterestsand pressure grQup po,jt¡cs 

The Radical Pivot / but rather through a politics of the whole. . . ." 

probably 160 pages / 

$2 95 & $5 00 / probably 160 Pages $2.95 & $5.00 July 1970 

June 1970 / 
^, The Qlendessary Press, Inc., 2512 Grove. Berkeley, California 94704 
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